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Knot Now!
The Official Newsletter of the Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom
Issue VIII Hrim Schola XI, AS XLI

Inaugural Guildmistress Hands Reins to New Guildmistress and DeputyInaugural Guildmistress Hands Reins to New Guildmistress and DeputyInaugural Guildmistress Hands Reins to New Guildmistress and DeputyInaugural Guildmistress Hands Reins to New Guildmistress and DeputyInaugural Guildmistress Hands Reins to New Guildmistress and Deputy
On January 27 at Market Day at Birka, inaugural
guild mistress LadyAngharad Rhos ferch Rhain
(mka Allison Sarnoff) unofficially turned over the
strings -- figuratively and literally -- of the Worship-
ful Company of Narrowworkers of the East King-
dom.

Begun in July
2001, the
Worshipful
Company of
Narrowworkers
of the East
Kingdom has
grown to a
guild of many
members who
share their
passion for

Medallion Cord Project ContinuesMedallion Cord Project ContinuesMedallion Cord Project ContinuesMedallion Cord Project ContinuesMedallion Cord Project Continues

Several years ago, the Worshipful Company of
Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom began the
ambitious project of filling a large presentation box
with cords suitable for adorning kingdom-level
awards. Ultimately these cords, made from all the
various narrowwares, will be presented to their
majesties both to offer a gift fit for royalty and those
they would honor, and also to showcase the versatil-
ity and variety of narrowwork that the guild strives
to create.

Anyone who works in string is encouraged to place
his or her work among those of our worshipful
company. Cords should be approximately 30� long
and narrow enough to fit through a jump ring.

Please label each
with name of artist;
materials and
technique used; and
any other pertinent
information. The
guildmistress or
deputy
guildmistress will
happily accept
donations at any
event they attend.
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Lady Angharad Rhos ferch Rhain (left)
and Lady Rosina von Schaffhausen with
guild silks at Market Day at Birka

string, patterns, and fellowship at events and in a
very busy Yahoo discussion group (http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/NarrowworkGuild) of
over 260 gentles from throughout the Knowne
World. Under LadyAngharad�s leadership the guild
was officially chartered at Hrim-Schola IX, AS
XXXIX, March 2005.

Lady Rosina von Schaffhausen (mka Victoria
Sapko), who had been deputy guildmistress for
nearly a year, volunteered to take the post, along
with the guild�s reserves of silk [see ad p. 4!]. Sof�ia
Serafimskaia (Susan Saladini) will fill the position
of deputy guildmistress, assisting Lady Rosina with
the administration of the guild.

Lady Constance de St. Denis (mka Anna Bradley)
also graciously stepped up at Birka to become the
guild�s webmistress.

Official Transfer of Office will take place at
Coronation onApril 14th in the Barony of Bergental
(Springfield, MA), when the new leadership of the
guild will be presented to their majesties.
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Knot Now is the official newsletter of the
Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers of the
East Kingdom. It is published twice annually.
Send all inquiries to knot_now@earthlink.net.

Guildmistress Rosina von Schaffhausen
(Victoria Sapko)

Deputy Guildmistress
Sof�ia Serafimskaia
(Susan Saladini)

Chronicler Lord gauen wydefare
(Mark Rosenthal)

Deputy Chronicler
HELPWANTED

Webmistress Constance de St. Denis
(Anna Bradley)

Letter from the GuildmistressLetter from the GuildmistressLetter from the GuildmistressLetter from the GuildmistressLetter from the Guildmistress

Greetings First Stringers!

I'm your new guildmistress, Rosina von
Schaffhausen - well, okay, it won't be official in
court in front of the king and queen until Corona-
tion, but Angharad has passed all the guild stuff on
to me. Many thanks to Angharad for all her years of
service to the guild!

Also, thanks to our stalwart Chronicler gauen for
yet another Knot Now. If you think I'm hogging the
newsletter because my article is taking up half of it,
I'm not! Gauen needs more articles to put together
these great newsletters, and I'd like to learn more
narrowwork! So please keep me from hogging the
newsletter and send in articles.

We have two new officers that have been introduced
on the email list, but I'd like to introduce them in
print. Sof�ia Serafimskaia (Susan Saladini) has
graciously agreed to be Deputy Guildmistress and is
holding a guild meeting at Mudthaw on March 24th
at 2pm. Lady Constance de St. Denis has agreed to
be our webminister and has already put together a
prototype website. We need to fill it with info, so I'll
be emailing the guild for favorite links, photos, and
other things to include on the site.

One last embarrassing bit of business. It seems as if
the amount of guild silk that has been sold to mem-
bers has been much less than was advertised. (We
advertised 1000 yards for $1, and I think it was
really about 100 yards. I guess someone had a typo
with a zero once and it kept being perpetuated.)
With some assistance from Lady Constance, I've
been measuring silk and computing costs, and I'll
now be selling silk for 200 yards for $1. While it's
not as good as what you thought you were getting, it
is better than what you were actually getting. My
apologies for any difficulties this has caused.

Sorry for the mixup; I hope everyone is having fun
with string anyway!

Rosina von Schaffhausen

Letter from the ChroniclerLetter from the ChroniclerLetter from the ChroniclerLetter from the ChroniclerLetter from the Chronicler

Greetings to the Guild!

Many thanks as always to those who have helped to
make this issue of Knot Now possible, particularly
our new guildmistress Lady Rosina, who provided
her compelling article on science and narrowwork
and LadyAngharad for her Pennsic reporting.

We are still seeking a deputy chronicler to help with
the production of Knot Now, particularly in the
gathering of articles for publication. The time
commitment is not great and would be a tremendous
service to the guild (and to my family!). If you have
any interest, please contact me in person, by e-mail
at knot_now@earthlink.net, or by phone at 860-
437-3302 before 8 pm.

Yours in service,
gauen

Come to Coronation!
Show your support for the Worshipful
Company of Narrowworkers of the East
Kingdom as our new leadership is pre-

sented to their majesties!
April 14, Barony of Bergental
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A Selection of Cords with Pouch A Set of Multicolored Lucet Cords

Fingerloop Braiding in Wool

Monochrome Tablet Weaving on Loom, Magnus of BergentalTablet Woven Belt, Magnus of Bergental

Painted Lucet, obverse (left) and reverse

Pennsic Narrowwork Sightings: A Narrowwork A&S SamplerPennsic Narrowwork Sightings: A Narrowwork A&S SamplerPennsic Narrowwork Sightings: A Narrowwork A&S SamplerPennsic Narrowwork Sightings: A Narrowwork A&S SamplerPennsic Narrowwork Sightings: A Narrowwork A&S Sampler

This past August at Pennsic XXXV, AS XLI, then-Guildmistress LadyAngharad Rhos ferch Rhain scouted the
A&S display and gathered pictures of notable narrowwork to share with us all!

See some spiffy narrowwork at an event? Take a picture and send it to Knot Now!
Be sure to include the name and contact information of the artist so we may get permission to publish and properly credit the photo.
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Last Middle Page Poll: What Do You See? A Medieval Rorschach Test

What do you see in the band at the left? Master Herveus d�Ormonde of
Atlantia (Michael Houghton) posed that question at the meeting of the
Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom at Market
Day at Birka this past January. The photo is a small portion of the tablet-
woven band Master Herveus produced in double-face 3/1 broken twill. His
work is a partial reproduction of the Arlon maniple, part of a group of
vestments �kept at the church of St. Donat, Arlon, Belgium and said to
have belonged to St Bernard, who died in 1153.�*

According to Master Herveus, this particular motif is a bit of a Rorschach
test: the animal one sees upon viewing it for the first time tells something
about his or her personality. Gentles at the Birka gathering saw the tradi-
tional birds or frog, and someone even suggested a badger!

E-mail your initial reaction to the picture: Bird? Frog? Something else?
and e-mail it to knot_now@earthlink.net, with Rorschach test in the
subject line. Statistics on the answers will be published in the next issue of
Knot Now!

For more, and clearer, pictures of the band, visit http://www.morsulus.org/
arlon_maniple.html.

* Collingwood, Peter. The Techniques of Tablet Weaving. McMinnville, OR:
Robin and Russ Handweavers, 1996; p 208.

The Science of Patterns for the NarrowworkerThe Science of Patterns for the NarrowworkerThe Science of Patterns for the NarrowworkerThe Science of Patterns for the NarrowworkerThe Science of Patterns for the Narrowworker
By Rosina von Schaffhausen (Victoria Sapko)

When designing a particular piece of narrowwork,
the narrowworker has an infinite number of motifs
from which to choose. One would then think that
there are an infinite number of ways to make that
motif repeat, right? Wrong! In fact, there are only
seven possible ways to make a repeating
narrowwork pattern. Mathematicians and crystallog-
raphers call a repeating narrowwork pattern a frieze
or strip or one-dimensional pattern, and have been
studying how these and other patterns repeat since
the early nineteenth century. The first attempt to
apply this information to the artistic product of a
particular culture or time period was a study of the
patterned art of the Alhambra, a Moorish palace in
Granada, Spain, built during the years 1248-1354.
Since then, anthropologists have used this informa-
tion to study various cultures from many time
periods and locations. In this article, we will learn
about these pattern types for narrowwork and look

(continued, p. 5)

at a period narrowwork pattern book to see how
many of the seven types appear in the patterns.

When we are analyzing how a pattern repeats, we
use what mathematicians call transformations.
Transformations are actions where you pick up a

Guild Silk for Sale!
Get your string &

support the guild at the same time!

Webs' 60/2 Silk is available in heraldic colors
(white, gold, blue, purple, red, green, black).

200 yards for $1!

Contact Rosina at the next event
or e-mail vsapko@frc.mass.edu.
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pattern and shift it over, turn it around, and/or flip it
over, and put it back down; if it still looks the same
as when you started, it has some type of symmetry.
For example, the letter T can be flipped over a
vertical line down its middle and still look the same.
You can do the same with the letter H, as well as
flipping it over a horizontal line. For the letter S,
you can turn it half-way around. These are all
important transformations for narrowwork.

For any repeating narrowwork pattern, there are four
main types of transformations where symmetry can
arise. For some of them, we think of the pattern as
continuing on forever. Then you can pick up any
repeating narrowwork pattern, shift it over one
repeat, and it will look the same. This is called
translation.With some patterns you can turn the
pattern around 180o or a half-turn, which is called
rotation, but some books call it a half-turn. Flipping
the pattern over a line is called a reflection or
mirror. If you think of horizontal as the direction the
pattern is repeating in, you could reflect the pattern
over a horizontal or a vertical line. The last type of
transformation that can happen in narrowwork is a
combination of a translation and a reflection, where
you shift and then flip over a horizontal line, like
with the letters pbpbpbpb. This is called a glide
reflection. Like with the letter H, you can often
combine some of these transformations in your
narrowwork. It turns out that there are seven
possible combinations of these transformations.

The main notation1 that crystallographers and
mathematicians use to describe the way a
narrowwork pattern repeats always starts with the
letter p and has three other letters or numbers. The
second letter indicates whether or not there is a
vertical reflection, with the letter m for mirror if
there is and 1 if there is not. The third letter is an m
if there is horizontal reflection, an a if there is not
horizontal but there is glide reflection, and a 1 if
there is neither horizontal nor glide. The fourth and
final number is 2 if there is a half-turn rotation and
1 if there is not. I will give an example of each type
of pattern using the letter L.

The simplest type of pattern has no symmetry
except the translation, or shifting the pattern over to
the next repeat, that all repeating narrowwork

patterns have. Its symbol is p111 and it can look like
this:

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

A pattern with just a vertical reflection has the
notation pm11:

l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m

A pattern with just glide reflection has the notation
p1a1:

l j l j l j l j l j l j l j l j l j l j l j l j

A pattern with horizontal reflection will also have
glide reflection. Its notation is p1m1:

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j

A pattern with just a half-turn rotation will have the
notation p112:

l k l k l k l k l k l k l k l k l k l k l k l k

So far, each pattern type at which we looked had
just one type of symmetry, with the exception of
horizontal reflection which also has glide reflection.
Now if we have two types of symmetry, we will
always get a third type too. A pattern with vertical
and glide reflection will also have a half-turn, or
pma2:

l k j m l k j m l k j m l k j m l k j m l k j m

A pattern with both vertical and horizontal reflec-
tion will also have a half-turn, or pmm2:

l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m l m
j k j k j k j k j k j k j k j k j k j k j k j k

Now that we have the necessary background
information, we can analyze some period
narrowwork patterns to see what kinds of repeats
they used. For this analysis I am going to examine
Anna Neuper�s Modelbuch of brocaded tablet
weaving patterns written in 1517. Anna Neuper was

(Science of Patterns,continued from p. 4)

(continued, p. 6)
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a sister in the convent of St. Clare in Nurnberg,
which was then part of the Holy Roman Empire.
She was born in 1447 and entered the convent at
around age 13 for her education. She probably took
vows around the age of 19 or 20 and passed away
on May 6, 1529. Her small, handmade, handwritten
book predates the earliest printed pattern books by
six years. In her introduction, she asked the other
sisters to copy the patterns onto other paper to
reduce wear and tear on her book and to correct any
mistakes they found. I am using a transcription and
correction by Nancy Spies [see bibliography], in the
spirit of Anna Neuper�s introduction.

Because all of Anna Neuper�s patterns are geomet-
ric, they contain at least some symmetry, and
usually large amounts of it. All but one of her
patterns have pmm2, pma2, or p112 symmetry. The
lone pm11 pattern is unique. Of the three types that
comprise most of the book, 52 of the 87 patterns are
p112, 22 are pmm2 and 12 are pma2. It seems that
she favored the half-turn rotation more than any
other, and otherwise used patterns with multiple
symmetries with the one exception. One possible
explanation for the one exception is that it is very
close to a p112 pattern, so it may be something that
did not quite work as p112 but did as pm11. As
many of the patterns are nearly identical to others in
the book except for leaving out a few cards, it is not
too surprising that so many are of just one type.

It turns out that there are more ways to analyze
patterns that allow for counterchanging two colors.
This is an important idea in period heraldry, where
the background will have two colors split down
some line and a charge or charges will be the same
colors but reversed, also split along the same line.
The following figure is counterchanged along a
vertical line:

This pattern also has ordinary symmetry along a
horizontal line. If you are counting this

Send your submissions for Knot Now to knot_now@earthlink.net or call with ideas to 860-437-3302
(before 8 pm please). Deadline for submissions for Issue IX, Pennsic edition, is July 15, 2007.

counterchange as a type of symmetry, there are 17
types of narrowwork patterns that allow
counterchanges along with ordinary symmetry.
These types of patterns are called two-color or
bicolor patterns in the literature. Some authors
include the 7 pattern types with only ordinary
symmetry and give a total of 24. None of Anna
Neuper�s patterns evidence any type of
counterchange between the background and the
brocade. More recently mathematicians found ways
to counterchange three or more colors, but these are
not as important from a period perspective. What is
interesting from a period perspective, but less so
from a narrowwork perspective, is the 17 possible
2-dimensional patterns, also called wallpaper
patterns, and the forty-six possible two-color
patterns. If you weave cloth as well as trim, you
might want to look these up.

Using the ideas of symmetry is an interesting way to
analyze period narrowwork patterns. Noticing
which of the 7 pattern types were used by a
particular person, pattern book or culture can give
you an idea of what people in period considered
aesthetic. We saw that Anna Neuper used only four
types, one of them most of the time, and one only
once. It can also help you design a similar pattern in
keeping with period notions of symmetry.

Footnote:
1There are other types of notation that are some-
times used for narrowwork patterns; see Washburn
and Crowe for details.

Bibliography:
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(Science of Patterns,continued from p. 5)


